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Abstract
This paper presents three characterizations of correlation-immune functions over the rings
ZN . We also show a method for constructing correlation-immune functions over the rings ZN .
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1. Introduction
The purpose of introducing correlation immune functions is to prevent some stream
ciphers from correlation attacks [6]. In some stream ciphers a proper use of correlation
functions can indeed enhance the security. However, it is shown that the employment of
correlation-immune functions of high orders may make some ciphers vulnerable to best
ane approximation attacks (linear attacks) [1, Chapter 3]. Nevertheless, correlation
immune functions of low orders are still needed in some stream cipher systems. In
addition, correlation-immune functions are closely related to secret-sharing schemes
and MDS error-correcting codes [2, Section 7.3]. These facts show the importance of
correlation-immune functions.
The characterization theorem for correlation-immune Boolean functions in terms of
Walsh spectrum is given in [7]. This result is generalized for those functions dened
over a prime eld with the Chrestenson cyclic spectrum [8]. Furthermore, the char-
acterization theorem for correlation-immune functions over any nite eld is given
in terms of the Chrestenson cyclic spectra [5, 3]. In this paper, we generalize these
theorems and present three characterizations for correlation-immune functions over the
rings ZN by using two kinds of Chrestenson spectra. Meanwhile, we also present other
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characterizations. At the end of this paper, we introduce a method for constructing
correlation-immune functions over the rings ZN .
2. Correlation immunity and orthogonal matrix
Let N be any positive integer, and let ZN = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; N − 1g be the ring with
integer addition and integer multiplication modulo N . Let f(x) be a function from ZnN
to ZN , also written as f(x) : ZnN ! ZN .
Denition 1. Given f(x) : ZnN ! ZN , and independent, uniformly distributed random
variables x1; x2; : : : ; xn, the function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is called m-order correlation-immune
if f(x1; : : : ; xn) is statistically independent of any m variables of x1; : : : ; xn.
Denition 2. Let A be an Mn matrix over ZN . A is called an orthogonal matrix if
for any xed m columns, every vector 2ZmN repeats exactly M=Nm times in rows of
the matrix consisting of these m columns. We call A an (M; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix.
If A is an (M; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix, then for any r6m, A is also an (M; n; N; r)
orthogonal matrix. Dene Wi= fx2ZnN : f(x)= ig and bi= jWij. Construct a matrix
Bi whose rows are elements of Wi (we can construct bi! such Bi, here Bi is any one
of them). Bi is a bi  n matrix, where 06i6N − 1 .
Let y=(yi1 ; yi2 ; : : : ; yim), and let
ai(y)= jfx2ZnN : f(x1; : : : ; xn)= i and xij =yij ; 16j6mgj:
If f(x) is m-order correlation-immune, by denition ai(y)= bi=Nm for each i with
06i6N − 1 and for any xed y2ZmN . Bi is a (bi; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix by Def-
inition 2. And if Bi is a (bi; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix, then ai(y)= bi=Nm for each
06i6N −1 and for any xed y2ZmN . Thus we have proved the following conclusion.
Theorem 1. Given f(x) : ZnN ! ZN as described in Denition 1; f(x) is m-order
correlation-immune if and only if Bi is a (bi; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix for every i
with 06i6N − 1.
Theorem 1 gives an algebraic characterization of correlation-immune functions from
ZnN to ZN .
3. The spectral characterization of correlation-immune functions
Denition 3. Given a function f(x) : ZnN ! ZN ,
Sf(!)=
1
Nn
P
x2ZnN
f(x)!x
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and
S(f)(!)=
1
Nn
P
x2ZnN
f(x)!x
are called the linear spectrum and cyclic spectrum of f(x) respectively, where !  x is
the inner product of ! and x that are elements of ZnN , = exp(2
p−1=N ); and x is
the complex conjugate of x.
The relationship between Chrestenson linear spectrum and cyclic spectrum has been
given in [4]. We will rst describe the characteristics of the correlation-immune func-
tions by using Chrestenson cyclic spectrum, then give the characteristics of the Chrest-
enson linear spectrum using the result in [4]. To obtain the main result, the following
two lemmas are needed.
Lemma 1. Let Q(u) be the cyclotomic eld of an N th primitive unit root u over the
rational number eld Q. For any b with gcd(b; N )= 1; if
fuc1 ; uc2 ; : : : ; uc(N )g
is a basis of Q(u) over Q; then fubc1 ; ubc2 ; : : : ; ubc(N )g is a basis of Q(u) over Q too;
where (x) denotes the Euler function.
Proof. Assume that fubc1 ; ubc2 ; : : : ; ubc(N )g is not a base of Q(u) over Q, then there
exist rational numbers a1; a2; : : : ; a(N ), which are not all zero, such that
a1ubc1 + a2ubc2 +   + a(N )ubc(N ) = 0:
Let f(x)= a1xc1 + a2xc2 +   + a(N )xc(N ) . Then x= ub is a root of f(x). Since x= ub
is also the root of cyclotomic polynomial Qn(x) and Qn(x) is irreducible, Qn(x) divides
f(x). Thus u is a root of f(x) as u is a root of Qn(x), i.e.,
f(u)= a1uc1 + a2uc2 + : : :+ a(N )uc(N ) = 0:
This is impossible because fuc1 ; uc2 ; : : : ; uc(N )g is a basis.
Lemma 2. Given a function f(x) : ZnN ! ZN as described in Denition 1; for any b
with gcd(b; N )= 1 and !2ZnN ; the sucient and necessary condition for S(bf)(b!)= 0
is S(f)(!)= 0.
Proof. For any a2Q(u), a= a0 + a1u+   + aN−1uN−1, dene mapping
(a)= a0 + a1ub +   + aN−1(ub)N−1:
By the denition of  and Lemma 1 it is easily known that  is an isomorphism from
Q(u) to Q(u). Since (S(f)(!))= S(bf)(b!), the sucient and necessary condition for
S(bf)(b!)= 0 is S(f)(!)= 0.
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Theorem 2. Given a function f(x): ZnN ! ZN as described in Denition 1; the suf-
cient and necessary condition for f(x) being m-order correlation-immune is that
S(af)(!)= 0 for any a dividing N with a 6= N and any !2ZnN with 16WH(!)6m;
where WH(!) denotes the Hamming weight of !.
Proof. Assume that f(x) is m-order correlation-immune, then every Bi is a (bi; n; N; m)
orthogonal matrix by Theorem 1. Therefore for any a2ZnN and any !2ZnN with
16WH(!)6m, the following equation holds:
P
x2Bi
af!x = ai
P
x2Bi
!x =
bi
Nm
ai
P
y2ZmN
!
0 y =0;
where
!0=(!i1 ; !i2 ; : : : ; !it ; 0; : : : ; 0)2ZmN ;
and !i1 ; !i2 ; : : : ; !it are nonzero elements of ! with t=WH(!), and where Bi is re-
garded as the set consisting row vectors of Bi. Note that ! can always be expressed
as !0 for WH(!)6m. So we get
S(af)(!)=
1
Nn
P
x2ZnN
af!x =
1
Nn
N−1P
i=0
P
x2Bi
af!x =0:
In particular, S(af)(!)= 0 for any a dividing N with a 6= N and any !2ZnN with
16WH(!)6m:
Suppose that S(af)(!)= 0 for any a dividing N with a 6= N and any !2ZnN with
16WH(!)6m. By Theorem 1 it is sucient to prove that every Bi is a (bi; n; N; m)
orthogonal matrix in order to prove f(x) is m-order correlation-immune. We rst prove
that
P
x2Bi
!x =0 (1)
for any i2ZN and any !2ZnN with 16WH(!)6m.
Since
S(af)(!) =
1
Nn
P
x2ZnN
af!x =
1
Nn
N−1P
i=0
P
x2Bi
af!x
=
1
Nn
N−1P
i=0
(a)i
P
x2Bi
!x =
1
Nn
N−1P
i=0
(a)iAi(!);
where Ai(!)=
P
x2Bi 
!x.
For xed !2ZnN with 16WH(!)6m, S(0)(!)= 0 when a=0, i.e.,
N−1P
i=0
Ai(!)= 0:
If a divides N and a 6= N , S(af)(!)= 0, i.e.,
PN−1
i=0 (
a)iAi(!)= 0 according to the
condition. If a does not divide N , let gcd(a; N )=d, then there exists a b such that ab 
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d (modN ) and gcd(b; N )= 1. Therefore, S(abf)(b!)= S(df)(b!)= 0, and S(af)(!)= 0
by Lemma 2. Then we get N equations with respect to variables A0(!); A1(!); : : : ;
AN−1(!):
N−1P
i=0
(a)iAi(!)= 0; 06a6N − 1:
The coecient matrix of the system of equations above is a Vandermonde matrix, and
1; ; : : : ; N−1 are dierent from each other, so this matrix is nonsingular, which means
that the system of equations only has zero solution, i.e.,
A0(!)=A1(!)=    =AN−1(!)= 0:
Now we prove that every Bi, where 06i6N − 1, is a (bi; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix.
For any xed m columns of Bi, for convenience, but without loss of generality, assume
that these m columns are the rst m columns of Bi. Now we prove that for any vector
r 2ZmN , r repeats exactly bi=Nm times in rows of the matrix consisting of the rst m
columns of Bi. Let x=(x0; x00)2ZnN , where x0 2ZmN ; x00 2Zn−mN . We obtain
P
(x0 ; x00)2Bi
P
y2ZmN
ryx0y =
P
(x0 ; x00)2Bi
P
y2ZmN
(r−x
0)y
= jf(x0; x00)2Bi: x0= rgjNm
and
P
(x0 ; x00)2Bi
P
y2ZmN
ryx0y =
P
y2ZmN
ry
P
(x0 ; x00)2Bi
x0y
= bi +
P
06=y2ZmN
ry
P
(x0 ; x00)2 Bi
x0y
= bi:
By comparing the two equations above we obtain
jf(x0; x00)2Bi: x0= rgj= bi=Nm:
Therefore Bi is a (bi; n; N; m) orthogonal matrix.
Lemma 3 (Feng and Pei [4]). Given a function f(x) : ZnN ! ZN ; for any a2ZNnf0g
and b2ZN ;
Safb(w) =
N−1P
k=1
ukb
uk − 1S(akf)(w) +
N − 1
2
S(0)(w);
S(afb)(w) =
(ua − 1)ub
N
N−1P
k=0
Sfk(w)uak :
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Corollary 1. Given a function f(x): ZnN !ZN as described in Denition 1; the suf-
cient and necessary condition for f(x) being m-order correlation-immune is that
Sfa(!)= 0 for any a and any !2ZnN with 16WH(!)6m.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 and the proof of Theorem 2.
Lemma 4 (Feng and Pei [4]). For any function f(x) :ZnN ! ZN ; any k 2ZN and
w2ZN ;
S(kf)(w)=
N−1P
i=0
ukiAi(w);
where
Ai(w)=
1
Nn
N−1P
j=0
ujjfx2ZnN : f(x)= i; (−w)  x= jgj:
Corollary 2. Given a function f(x) : ZnN ! ZN as described in Denition 1; the
sucient and necessary condition of f(x) being statistically independent of its vari-
ables xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xim is that f(x) is independent of !  x0 for any !2ZmN nf0g; where
x0=(xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xim).
Proof. The necessary condition of Corollary 2 is obvious. We now prove that it
is sucient. Assume that f(x) is independent of w  x0 for any w2ZmN nf0g, where
x0=(xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xim). For convenience, but without loss of generality, assume that
x0=(x1; x2; : : : ; xm). It follows from the assumption above that Ai(w)= 0 for any i with
06i6N − 1. By Lemma 4 for any k 2ZN and w0=(w; 0; 0; : : : ; 0)2ZnN , where 16
WH(w0)=WH(w)6m, we have S(kf)(w0)= 0. By the proof of Theorem 2, f(x) is
independent of x1; x2; : : : ; xm.
From Corollary 2, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3. A function f(x) : ZnN ! ZN is m-order correlation-immune if and only
if f(x) is independent of !  x0 for any !2ZmN with 16WH(!)6m and for any m
variables x0=(xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xim) of x1; x2; : : : ; xn.
4. Construction of correlation-immune functions over ZN
In this section, we introduce a recursive method to construct balanced m-order
correlation-immune functions with n+1 variables by two balanced m-order correlation-
immune function with n variables.
Assume that both f1 : ZnN ! ZN and f : ZnN ! ZN are balanced m-order correlation-
immune functions with n variables. Dene
f(x; xn+1)=

f1(x) if xn+1 =0;
f2(x) if xn+1 6= 0:
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Then f(x; xn+1) : Zn+1N ! ZN is a balanced m-order correlation-immune function with
n+ 1 variables. This follows from Theorem 2.
Example 1. Let f1(x)= x1+x2+x3 and f2(x)= x1+x3+x4 be functions from Z4N to ZN .
It is easily checked that both f1(x) and f2(x) are balanced second-order correlation-
immune functions with four variables. Let f(x) be the new function based on f1(x)
and f2(x) with the construction method above. Then f is a balanced second-order
correlation-immune functions with ve variables.
As for ane function f(x)=C0 + C1x1 + C2x2 +    + Cnxn from ZnN to ZN , the
following conclusion follows from Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Let f(x)=C0 +C1x1 +C2x2 +   +Cnxn. Assume that t=WH(C1; C2; : : : ;
Cn)>1. Then f is (t− 1)-order correlation-immune if and only if gcd(Cij ; N )= 1 for
any t nonzero elements Ci1 ; Ci2 ; : : : ; Cit of C1; C2; : : : ; Cn.
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